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Global context
• Today our world is populated by 7.4 billion people, and this
number will reach 9 billion by 2050
• World GDP in 2012 was USD $7 trillion and will exceed USD
$200 trillion in 2050.
• 4 billion live with US$2 or less per person per day (often
called people at the Bottom-of-the-Pyramid, Prahalad,
2010)
• CO2 emission was 13 GT in 1970 and is skyrocketing to 50
GT in 2050.
• All parts of the world will experience an increase of average
temperature above 2oC with a drastic change of climate
pattern.

Global context
• In our world in which 7.4 billion people live today …
• Two of five have access to the Internet,
• Three of five have access to mobile phone
but …
• One of five live with less than USD $1.25/per day
• One billion people do not have enough food to eat
• 1.5 billion have no access to electricity
• 2.5 billion have no toilet and sanitation facility
• Gini ratio as an indicator of inequality between the haves
and the have-nots increases in majority of countries in the
world – particularly the LDCs and developing ones
• Instances of conflicts and terrorisms increase

National context: Indonesia
• Total population: 254 million
• GDP per capita $1,865.85 (2014)
• Gini coefficient increased from 0.37 (2012) to
0.41 (2014)
• Size of region: 1.9 million km2 (land);
8.1 million km2 (water)
• 17,504 islands
• 34 Ministries
• 34 provinces; 532 cities/municipals;
6,994 sub-districts , 72,944 villages
• 9,655 Primary Health Centers
• New democracy, decentralisation
• Direct presidential elections – New President
• Direct regional head elections

National context: Indonesia

Source: Global Competitiveness Report (2014)

National context: Indonesia

Indonesia 2001-2012:
Poverty down, inequality up

Source: Tadjoeddin et al (2014)

Global Development Agenda
Transforming our world: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development

What transformation: A conceptual starting point
The discourse on the extent to which STI have helped or hindered
development has caught the attention of the public, and the implications of
scientific and technological progress towards societal development are now
under public scrutiny (Freeman, 2011, Lundvall, 2011, Nelson, 2011).
• However, with system of innovation largely focused on market economy and
other related problems (Lundvall, 1992, Lundvall, 2011), the challenge for
STI to address these developmental problems has become greater.
• Technological progress needs to contribute to development by finding
ways and means to eradicate poverty, bridge the gap of inequality,
promote social inclusion (e.g. Betts and Gaynor, 2010), and address
environmental degradation (UNEP, 2012).
• New direction: taking all the more recent knowledge accumulated about the
multiple sources of knowledge on STI and systems of innovation (Nelson,
1993).
• Following Rogers (1995), understanding of innovation adoption and diffusion:
how the appropriation of innovations has impacted both the innovation and
the users or adopters and how this impacts to development policy and
practices.

•

What development? A conceptual starting point
• The underlying assumption: development is linked to the insertion in a
market economy, and the underlying value is that this insertion provides
people more than mere survival (e.g. just enough to eat and live in a
slum).
• Development inscribes people in an accumulation process – economically,
environmentally, socially and politically.
•
People progressively can improve the quality of their environment,
invest in a better livelihood, acquire more sophisticated equipment,
have easier access to means of working, as well as benefit from
wider participation in politics and decision making processes –
through innovations.
• This means research for development are about research whose
outcomes are capable of raising capacity of people to better and more
effectively improve their livelihoods (i.e. development purpose) as well as
to exercise their civil and political rights (i.e. advocacy purpose) (see, e.g.
Edwards and Hulme, 1992, Clayton et al., 2000, Edwards, 2004, Keane,
1998, Edwards and Sen, 2000, Eldridge, 1995).

Research in, and for, development
The most visible challenges : uncertainties the people face, e.g.
• People lose their lands because there is no historical proof of their
ownership, or many children who are born without birth certificates
are excluded from state’s service ‘legal uncertainty’.
• Prevalence of communicable and non-communicable diseases,
which drives people down: ‘health uncertainty’
• Theft, violence, or inability to circulate freely: ‘security uncertainty’.
• Poverty and inequality becomes worse when ‘education
uncertainty’ is not addressed properly as it degrades the society as
a whole.
• Multiplication of intermediaries that take advantage of the two
difficulties: physical (e.g. transportation means) and intangible (e.g.
information about the market and prices): ‘communication or
information uncertainty’.
• etc.

Transformation of Research in Development
Establishment of the Indonesian Science Fund
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Transformation of Research in Development
• The amount is limited and the fund is not easy for the researchers to access. Let
alone, funding research is still seen as a high economy cost for investment.
• No impact or outcome assessment yet in place at university level. Even if
literally applied, the ‘economy of scale’ is difficult to calculate.
• Over the past two years, the allocation for research fund in the state budget has
indeed increased, but not significantly.

Establishment of the Indonesian Science Fund:
• Inter ministerial responsibility: Minst. Finance; Minst. Research & Higher
Education, Indonesian Academy of Science.
• Endowment fund for education mandated by constitution: 20% of state budget
• Established by new government, under Presidential Regulation

Transformation of Research in Development
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Transformation of Research in Development

Research and Agenda 2030

Key Aspects of integrating SDGs
into National Development Agenda
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Transformation of Research in Development
New Programmes and Initiatives
• Open Government Partnership
•
•
•
•

Accountability of development programme
Openness in government management
Widening public participation in decision making
Innovation for government’s service delivery

• One Data (data.id)
•
•

Official data for decision making
Indicators of development outcomes

• One Map
•
•

Planning
Conflict resolution

• Big Data for Development
• Bureaucracy Reform
•
•

Quality service delivery
Reformers at the driving seat

• … and few others

Transformation of Collaborations in Research
CIVIL-SOCIETY/THIRD SECTOR
• Critics to the ‘triple helix’ (Etzkowitz & Leydesdorff, 1999; 2000)
• Knowledge is also produced in the third sector
• ‘Jugaad’ innovation

A case: JALIN MERAPI – Volcano activities monitoring by civil society
Community Radio + Two-way Communication Radio + CCTV + Fixed
Telephone+ SMS Gateway + Website + Instant Messenger + Live Audio
Streaming + Social Media

Transformation of Collaborations in Research
Community
Radio MMC FM
Selo Boyolali

Community
Radio K FM
Dukun MGL

Community Radio
LAHARA FM
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Community Radio
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Community Radio
Gema Merapi FM
Cangkringan
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Connecting 5 community radios in Mt.
Merapi's slope with online media, as disaster
awareness and preparedness media in
normal situation. When crisis occurs, JALIN
Merapi functions as early warning system
and coordinating stakeholders (local
community members, volunteers, donors,
media, etc.). In 2010, mainstream media
used JALIN Merapi's information as the main
reference on Mt. Merapi's eruption.

Transformation of Collaborations in Research
Multistakeholder ‘action research’ : PENCERAH NUSANTARA
• Deployment of voluntary, team-based
healthcare service at the most remote areas of
Indonesia to be integrated with the local system
• Involvement of government (central and local),
private sector, civil society, media, academics.
• Data collection and subsequent analyses over
time
• Started 2011, in 7 locations, with 35 volunteers
Outcomes:
- Improvement of health and well being in the
locations of deployment
- The model is adopted as the government’s
priority in 2015, in 120 locations, with nearly
1,000 health workers

Transformation of Collaborations in Research
ASEAN ‘Research Area’
• A consequence of ASEAN integration (social, economy, politics)
• Following the integration of ASEAN market (ASEAN Economic
Community), despite challenges and difficulties especially with
flow of goods, services, and workers
• Generally seen as beneficial
•
•
•

Strengthen collaboration (joint research, publication, etc.)
Widening research space – deepening research fields
Excelling ASEAN research

• .. With some structural challenges
•
•
•
•

barriers in researchers mobility
Unequal quality of research centres/universities
Incompatible incentive systems for researchers
.. and huge variance in researchers’ competence

• Needs compatible regulatory and institutional frameworks to
facilitate collaborations

Research and Agenda 2030
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Transforming our world:
The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (UN, 2015)
• Do the Agenda provide research imperatives?
• Do the Agenda indicate research direction or priorities?

Research and Agenda 2030
What is in the Agenda?

Research and Agenda 2030
Implications to research
• Agenda 2030 seeks to address today’s and future’s world problems
concerning well-being, progress, and environment
• New research agenda
• Anticipative, ‘foresight’ (shaping, instead of predicting, the future)

• Agenda 2030 is participatory in its inception and in implementation
• Collaborations of private sector, government, academics, civil society.
• From inter-governmental process to inter-community research

• Agenda 2030 distinguishes the ‘what’ (targets) and ‘how’ (means of
implementation) (not always clear about the ‘why’)
• Multidisciplinary, action-oriented
• Resource management

• Agenda 2030 is a global political commitment
• Some focus on the development policy and planning

• Agenda 2030 relies on innovations and data for accountability

Rethinking ‘evidence-based policy’
•

Relation between Research and Policy: Non sequitur?
o Research

: intellectual moments

o Policy: political moments
•

Research is often assumed to have positive links with
development –both policies and practices --> Can this
assumption be held true?

•

Policy: Political space or epistemic domain?

Few questions for reflections

Source: Edler 2008

To what extent does research contribute to the policy making
process?
• How can research be influential to the policy (content, substance,
mechanism)?
• (How) can research(ers) influence politics?
• (How) can research provide, or become, polity?

Where to start: Platform for exchanges?
• Enabling conditions for intellectual exchanges
• Opportunities for accessing policy space
• Knowledge ‘management’ and repository of
best/good/working practices
• Policy support? E.g. Research to Policy

Coffee does matter!

Thank you
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